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Summer’s over, but that doesn’t mean we need to drown ourselves in auto-tuned club-bangers just yet. 

Here are a couple artists that will be sure to soothe some sore eardrums after fratting hard: 

The Beautiful Girls 

This Australian trio has been jamming since 2002 but it wasn’t until they released their first full-length 

album, Water, in 2005 that they were noticed. Three albums later The Beautiful Girls have expanded 

their sound from laid back acoustic to amped up, electric guitars and ska trumpeting.  

Take a little of Jack Johnson’s mellow sound and Slightly Stoopid’s kick-back lyrics, sprinkle in a mix of 

Mason Jenning and Ben Harper vocals and Water is created. Though TBG resembles others in the folk 

genre, they still stay true to reggae roots. With slow thumping bass lines, mellow tones and beautiful 

lyrics about freedom, love and music, Water calls for a sunny day and a good time. Songs that will no 

doubt supply warm fuzzies: “Music,” “Water,” “La Mar,” “Freedom pt. 2,” Let’s take the long way home” 

and “Saw Red.” 

Emarosa 

The heavenly, raw and husky voice of Jonny Craig opens up Emarosa’s self-titled, sophomore album. The 

slow and mesmerizing first 50 seconds break with a pounding bass drum kick and the pace quickens with 

a little power chord action.  Then comes their signature build-up; the climb to the break. Drums 

pounding, guitars racing, and Jonny singing, the album truly begins.  

Hailing from Lexington, Kentucky, Emarosa is a post-hardcore band that has gained most notoriety due 

to its leading man, Jonny Craig. Whether it is his cocky attitude, or the fact that his voice sounds like 

velvet, Jonny is addicting. And with band mates like ER White (guitar) and Lukas Koszewski (drums), 

Emarosa has progressed their sound to something more than the norm of breakdowns and growls in the 

hardcore scene. 

The Black Keys 

Indie blues-rock duo The Black Keys bring back nostalgic sounds of 70’s alt-rock with guitar styling 

resembling The Jimi Hendrix Experience, along with unique vintage-sounding vocals. However, with so 

many new wave progressive artists (Rilo Kiley and Mercury Rev, just a few of Urban Outiftters’ favs) The 

Black Keys stand apart from the crowd with their dirty sound. The guys’ newest album, Brothers, is also 

their sixth.  But like most bands with long histories, The Black Keys really shine on their earlier albums, 

especially Attack and Release. Tunes to check out: “Set You Free,” “I Got Mine,” “Psychotic Girl,” “Your 

Touch,” and “Tighten Up.” 

Neon Trees 

Usually upbeat, pop-synth-alternative indie-ish. Good vibes on “Animal,” “Sins of My Youth,” “In the 

Next Room” and “1983.”    
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